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Issue/Clarification Needed

Examples

Many products used in baking meet the
definition of “candy,” since they have
sweeteners, do not contain flour and are
not required to be refrigerated. Provide
examples.
Examples of products used in baking that do
not meet the definition of "candy" because
they are not sold in the form of drops, bars
or pieces.

Almond bark, baking chips, pieces or bars,
cake decorations (edible), dried fruit with
sweetener such as Craisins, marshmallows
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E

Candy

Food

X

Flaked coconut (no sweetener), frosting &
icing in tubes (not sold in form of bars, drops
or pieces)

Examples of items that are candy.

Pixie sticks (powdered candy in a tube), gum,
breath mints

Provide examples of items commonly
thought of as candy that do not meet the
definition of candy because they contain
flour.

Kit Kat Bars, Twix Bars, Reese-Sticks, Nestlé
Crunch Bars, licorice

X

X

X

Examples of items that are not candy
Cough drops, throat lozenges, breath sprays,
because they are not commonly ingested or
breath strips
chewed for taste or nutrition.
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Cereal Products
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B
C
CLASSIFICATION OF PRODUCTS AS CANDY OR FOOD OR FOOD INGREDIENTS

Many cereal products meet the definition of
“candy,” since they have sweeteners, do not
contain flour and are not required to be
refrigerated. Member states exclude these
products from the definition of candy. By
Rule, exclude cereal products that are not in
the form of bars, drops or pieces.

Honey Smacks, Coco Krispies, Golden Crisp,
Special K, Fruity Pebbles, Kelloggs Raisin
Bran, Post Raisin Bran, Grape Nuts, Apple
Jacks, Alpha Bits, Wheaties, Hone Nut
Cheerios, Cheerios, Back to Nature Classic
Granola, Quaker Natural Granola cereal
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Cereal Bars: Carmel Corn Rice Cakes, Rice
Krispie Treats, Quaker Chewy Dipps Caramel
Examples of cereal products that meet the
Nut Granola Bars, Kashi Go Lean Roll Bars,
definition of "candy" because they have
South Beach Living High Protein Peanut
sweeteners, do not contain flour, are sold in
Butter Cereal Bars. (Note - many breakfast
the form of bars and do not require
and energy bars contain flour. It is important
refrigeration.
to check the list of ingredients to determine
proper classification.
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X

Lightly salted rice cakes (contain no natural
or artificial sweeteners)

X

Fruits and Vegetables (canned)

Examples of canned fruits and vegetables
that do not meet the definition of candy
because they require refrigeration after
opening.

Canned peaches, pears, pineapple chunks,
mixed fruit, mandarin oranges. Sweet
pickles, apple pickles, beet pickles, pork-nbeans, candied yams

X

Meat products

Some meat and meat snack products meet
the definition of "candy" except that they
require refrigeration after opening. Bulk or
individually wrapped meat snacks are "food
and food ingredients." They are not "candy"
even if the package label does not say that
refrigeration is required.

Honey glazed ham and other prepackaged
lunch meats, beef jerky, Jack Links Beef
Steak Jerky, Jack Links Teriyaki Beef Nuggets,
Slim Jim Original Smoked Snack

X

Snacks

Many snack items meet the definition of
"candy," but member states do not include
them in the definition of candy. Provide
examples of items and show proper
classification.

Fritos Honey BBQ Flavor Twists, Old Dutch
Cheesy Puffcorn, TGIF Potato Skins - Cheddar
& Bacon, certain BBQ Potato Chips

X
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Fruit roll-ups, dried sweetened fruit snacks
such as Craisins, chocolate covered or
dipped potato chips, honey roasted and
honey coated nuts, chocolate and carob
covered fruit, nuts, etc., beer nuts, caramel
corn, caramel apples, certain flavors of
sunflower seeds

Examples of snack items that meet the
definition of "candy."
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Popcorn
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X

X
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Gluten-Free Products

Energy bars, Barkat Gluten Free Vanilla
Gluten free products do not contain "flour"
Wafers
as one of the ingredients, and are therefore
http://www.glutenfreemall.com/catalog/bar
candy if they otherwise meet the definition
kat-vanilla-cream-filled-glutenfree-wafers-pof "candy."
1392.html

X

Combination Products

Some products include candy pieces as a
component of the product. Provide
examples and show proper classification.

Lucky Charms cereal (contains
marshmallows), trail mix that contains candy
pieces.

X

Bundled Products

Some products meet the definition of
"bundled transaction." Provide examples
and show proper classification.

Bags of individually wrapped candy bars and
boxes of candy pieces when some of the
individual bars or pieces contain flour and
others do not.
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Some products meet the definition of
"candy" but member states do not consider
Unpopped popcorn products such as
them to be candy because additional
microwave kettle corn, caramel corn
preparation is needed before they can be
eaten.
Already popped kettle corn, caramel corn,
Cracker Jacks
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